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Adapted from The Message of Global Unity 

 

Can You Hear the Messenger’s Cry? 

 

Dear Reader, please answer this heartfelt question: “How do you experience 

global unity?” 

Where do you go or what must you do to have it?  Can you get a degree from a 

university majoring in global unity?  Can you buy some global unity at the store or 

maybe order it as an entrée cooked “medium well” at a restaurant?  Does anyone have the 

authority or credentials to confer it to another? 

Who do you need to be to see the obvious and try to show it to another, to put the 

feeling of what has been clearly seen into words, to communicate and confer it to a 

reader?  You only need to look for yourself, not look to another to explain it to you.  You 

can either see the fact, or you don’t.  No one else can see for you.  The only authority in 

global unity comes with the facts your own heart has seen. 

 The Message of Global Unity represents an objective, scientific approach that 

solves the problem of the consequences of racial and national identification, a mistaken 

identity.  The perception of your essential bond is your unchanging connection and 

permanent relationship to all of humanity.  This correction in your identity ends 

separation and leaves isolation behind, as you see the truth that you are forever related in 

an entirely different way than mere ancestral or familial ties.   

The dimension of global unity is real and already going on right now if your 

inward action and being are in alignment with it.  You see yourself and all others in a 

different light.  Are you capable of experiencing global unity?  Its freedom immediately 

opens to you through your individual perception.  In case you would enjoy a little help, I 

am going to show you global unity through six central principles to consider when 

investigating global unity: 

 

1.  Self-Knowledge--is the “how to” or personal way of removing the inward 

impediments, barriers, and ideological escapes that prevent global unity’s expression.   

 

2.  Simply Seeing--starts with observing the verbal husk that you are not—conditioning. 

 

3.  Conditioning Projects as Discord--events or experiences denoting racial or national 

conflict. 

 

4.  Realization--the first moment you profoundly detect yourself as human awareness—

the listening and looking part of you that is identical to all humanity. 

 

5.  Individual Expression--you express global unity.  Once you are free to see what unites 

humanity, you can easily show others. 

 

6.  Global Unity is Freedom--the state or abiding sense that the looking and listening part 

of you (and everybody on the planet) obviously has no part of racial or national 

identification.  
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1.  Self-knowledge provides a “how to” technique for attaining global unity.  It 

dispels illusions and shows the psychological causes where human conflict lurks.  Self-

knowledge is creative problem solving.  You are thinking strategically—outside the box.  

Through observing the mental stumbling blocks and assumptions that hamper global 

unity, you are free to move beyond traditional thinking patterns and conventional 

behaviors.  You transcend conformity and your resistance to change. 

“What is global unity? What is it not?”  Can you find the inward turning point on 

which freedom hinges?  What is the exact nature and content of the problem?  Why has 

racial, national and cultural identification become so important as a continuous 

preoccupation for mankind?  When you simply observe racial and national identity as 

conditioning, you see it displays as racial discord and war, two sides of the same coin.  

The sudden disclosure that you are in a maze brings release.  You realize that the only 

way out of the maze is to jump and go beyond the impediment of false identification.   

Self-knowledge starts the journey in the dimension of global unity when the 

individual watches identification move as conditioning.  Consciously doing the listening 

and looking aspect of simple seeing is a voyage of direct contact with being human 

awareness.  Self-knowledge leads the way to freedom, yet the beginning is the same as 

the end.  The same objective, impartial attention you pay in observing conditioning and 

its effects as racial and national discord, is the second principle, which I call “simply 

seeing.” 

2.  Simply seeing is the only way to discover your true being as human awareness 

through doing “simple seeing” of the verbal husk and conditioned thinking process that 

conceals it.  Consciously doing the listening and looking part that you are, is your 

timeless link to all others.  Simply seeing is the missing piece that completely ends any 

sense of difference through the individual insight there is only the identical, the one thing 

of human awareness.   

Humanity is already one thing:  united in the nature and structure of its essence.  

Being in touch with your true nature as human awareness, you see exactly what action 

constitutes humanity being one thing.   

3.  Conditioning Projects as Discord.  By understanding the entire destructive 

process of an illusory sense of self (based on identification with the idea of race or 

nationality) you see the whole structure of racial and national discord, both its generally 

unseen, yet audible causes as well as its catastrophic effects.  As you observe your so-

called race, nationality and culture as mere programming and environmental influences, 

be aware of the words being said, the stream of thoughts that give meaning, significance, 

value and importance to these objects of observation. 

How much emphasis do you invest in these objects, and your superficial physical 

description or surface attributes?  Are they all-important?  Do they call for verbal or 

violent defense if criticized or denounced?  Would a series of front-page news articles 

maligning the group you falsely identify with upset you?  To the degree this is true, is the 

degree of your infection with the contagion of racial and national identity.   

It is also the degree to which you are responsible for the human conflict in the 

world.  The people who are fighting, feel the same as you do. The same mental impetus 

or cause, illusory or not, will inevitably result in the same effects.  Why should you 

identify with the idea of nationality, race or culture at all?  Oh, to explore and find out 
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first-hand the attributes and qualities of human awareness! This discovery of being 

human awareness is called realization. 

 4.  Realization releases you from the separating maze of racial and national 

identity.  This key principle just means you can see it right now with your own eyes 

because you have the freedom to go beyond conditioning. Your new perspective is like 

an ever-present lens changing the way you see things.  You have the vision of human 

awareness.  

Your individual authentic experiencing of your own identity as human awareness, 

as simple seeing, is instantaneous global unity.  For when you see what you genuinely 

are, you also see what every human being is and that you are never different, other than, 

separate or apart.  This union you discover for yourself through actually being human 

awareness, which is to simply see.   

Being has its own doing, they go together, you cannot have one without the other:  

they are one thing.  Can you do passive, receptive and unconditioned watching?  To be 

human awareness is to do what human awareness does, which is a simple, relaxed non-

verbal seeing.  What a passionate and engaged simple seer can do to inform, and 

encourage is boundless through individual initiative and expression. 

 5.  Individual Expression.  Global unity springs into action individually.  How do 

you “do” global unity?  On every day of the year, there is something going on in the 

world that could use the heightened perception of global unity, the profound feeling of 

already being one thing.  Your newfound discovery makes you useful and helpful.  Life is 

full of new purpose.  Your interests and concerns are not separate and apart from one 

another.   

The earth is becoming technologically global in nature, yet remains without the 

understanding necessary to bring about the cooperation needed to avoid tearing the planet 

into pieces.  The Message of Global Unity highlights the importance of humanity’s 

realistic true nature, not just to underpin world peace, but to personally weave the fabric 

of global society through individual action.  You are free to implement your new insight. 

 6.  Global Unity is Freedom.  Release from the maze of fictitious identification 

makes you able or free to begin your own authentic journey into the dimension called 

global unity.  Freedom lies in the impartial observation of the factor that binds. True 

liberation from national and racial identification begins with the simple notice of the 

impeding conditioning though self-knowledge.  You must first be inwardly free from all 

the causes of racism and nationalism, to be “free at last.” Racial discord is nothing but the 

result and projection of the false racial identities society is held within. 

There is no real freedom from racism without discarding the idea of racial and 

national identity.  Only the individual can find freedom from the psychological fetters of 

a false sense of separation and difference from one another.   Can you go beyond this 

limitation?  Can you break through and leave this odious burden behind?  Can you bring 

about true change inwardly, a psychological revolution that makes a real difference in 

your daily living and actions through perceiving yourself and all others as you really are?  

It is entirely up to you, the reader taking this journey. 

By understanding what one truly is, your essential, primary nature as human 

awareness, global unity naturally and easily comes into being.  When humanity’s timeless 

true nature is acknowledged and explored freely and individually, that feeling of being 
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separate and apart dissolves and vanishes.  Be a witness as racial and national discord 

crumbles!   

So.  What do you consider yourself?  The Messenger’s cry is “I am what you 

are!”  The real essence of humanity allows for no dissension or discord.  Global unity is 

launched with your freedom and ability to see that humanity is already one thing. 

 

Please feel welcome to connect with the author, The Messenger of Global Unity, 

at www.brianscottbaskins.com, on GooglePlus and Facebook at Brian Scott Baskins and 

on Twitter @Msgrglobalunity. 


